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Ceilencio Light Frame Installation Instructions

1. Prior to installation please verify that all required components have been received. Using the attached drawings identify all components received.

2. Check and verify the quantities of components received against the quantities required for the project.

- Light Frame Grid Butterfly (RH shown, LH not shown)
- Light Frame Grid Butterfly at cross grid (Perimeter)
- Light Frame Grid Butterfly (Perimeter)
- Light Frame Grid Corner Butterfly (Perimeter at Vertical Surface)
- Light Frame Grid Butterfly (Perimeter at Vertical Surface)
- Light Frame Grid Butterfly (Center)
- Spring Clip Retainer
- Six Inch Curved Torsion Spring Clip
- Ceilencio Light Frame Butterfly
- Alignment Loop Receiver
- Kicker Clip
- Type "G" Grid
- Type "F" Grid
- Type "P" Grid
- Type 'PR' Grid
- Type A screw #10 x 3/8"

Note: Torsion spring mounted Light frame panels mount into typical Ceilencio grid. The light frame panels are mounted into the grid on custom torsion spring butterflies and curved torsion springs. In all cases the Ceilencio grid must be stabilized and supported in such a way that the torqueing on grid rails is minimized. It is advised that the grid rails be mounted on threaded rods to the ceiling plenum and fixed with caddy clips or equivalent.
3. Review the installation drawings. Ceilencio light frame panels utilize the Ceilencio grid as the suspension support system.

Note: In all cases the Ceilencio grid must be stabilized and supported in such a way that the torqueing on grid rails is minimized. It is advised that the grid rails be mounted on threaded rods to the ceiling plenum and fixed with caddy clips or equivalent.
4. To install Ceilencio light frame panels into the Ceilencio grid, engage the curved torsion springs along one side of the panel into the light frame butterflies. Swing the opposite side up towards the grid to the horizontal position and engage the second set of torsion springs into the butterflies. The panel can then be pushed into position as long as the kicker clips, located on the panel sides, engage the alignment loops equally. The kicker clip maintains panel alignment and squareness.

- Perspective View - Ceilencio Light Frame Grid Installation Featuring Ceilencio Light Frame Panels

- Perspective View - Ceilencio Light Frame Panel

- Perspective View - Ceilencio Light Frame Panel
5. The completed Ceilencio light frame panel installed into the Ceilencio grid. Note that the Ceilencio mounted light frame panels combine seamlessly with Claro Ceilencio panels in a full ceiling installation.

Note: Torsion spring mounted Light frame panels mount into typical Ceilencio grid. Note that the grid butterflies are modified to work with the Ceilencio light frame panels. The light frame panels are mounted into the grid on custom torsion spring butterflies and curved torsion springs. In all cases the Ceilencio grid must be stabilized and supported in such a way that the torquing on grid rails is minimized. **It is advised that the grid rails be mounted on rods to the ceiling plenum and fixed with caddy clips or equivalent.**
Ceilencio Light Frame Mounting Integrated into a Claro Ceiling

Standard Ceilencio grid system utilized in the fully integrated Ceilencio Light Frame system and Claro Panels. Note: The Ceilencio Light Frame ceiling is designed to seamlessly integrate into Ceilelcio grid and can be used with many products utilizing the Ceilencio Suspension System.

- Plan View - Claro Panel to Light Frame Integration

Plan View Ceilencio Light Frame panels integrated directly into a Ceilencio grid ceiling.

- Perspective View - Claro Panel to Ceilencio Light Frame Integration

Perspective View Underside - Claro Panel to Ceilencio Light Frame Integration.

- Side View - Ceilencio Ceiling Assembly

Height differential between Ceilencio Light Frame and Claro Panels.
- Perspective View - Floating Light Frame Ceiling with a Knife Edge Surround

- Plan View - Floating Light Frame Unit
Ceilencio Light Frame Mounting Perimeter Condition at Wall

Ceilencio mounted Light Frame panels to be mounted into Ceilencio grid (as shown). Note panels attach to light frame butterflies with curved light frame torsion springs.

Angled bracket used to support the extruded grid profile (by others).

Typical inside wall condition as shown. Ceilencio Grid must be rigidly attached to the perimeter walls as shown.

- Perspective View - Light Frame Ceiling Installed in a Perimeter Inside Wall Condition

Torsion spring Butterfly attached to Ceilencio grid as shown.

Ceilencio Perimeter Grid surround

- End Elevation - Light Frame Unit Mounting in an Inside Corner

Typical inside wall condition as shown. Ceilencio Grid must be rigidly attached to the perimeter walls as shown.

Angled bracket used to support the extruded grid profile (by others).

Ceilencio Perimeter Grid surround

Light Frame Panels